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Although the first evidence for dark matter was discovered in the
1930s, it was in the early 1980s that astronomers became convinced
that most of the mass holding galaxies and clusters of galaxies
together is invisible. For two decades, theories were proposed and
challenged, but it wasn't until the beginning of the 21st century that
the "Double Dark" standard cosmological model was accepted: cold
dark matter -- non-atomic matter different from that which makes
up the planets, stars, and us -- plus dark energy together making up
95% of the cosmic density. The challenge now is to understand the
underlying physics of the particles that make up dark matter and the
nature of dark energy. The lecture includes beautiful astronomical
videos and it concludes with David Weinberg's “Dark Matter Rap;”
it can be enjoyed by everyone, from those who know nothing about
modern cosmology to experts in the field.

A Brief History of Dark Matter
1930s - Discovery that cluster σV ~ 1000 km/s
1970s - Discovery of flat galaxy rotation curves
1980 - Most astronomers are convinced that dark matter exists
around galaxies and clusters
1980-84 - short life of Hot Dark Matter theory
1984 - Cold Dark Matter (CDM) theory proposed
1992 - COBE discovers CMB fluctuations as predicted by
CDM; CHDM and LCDM are favored CDM variants
1998 - SN Ia and other evidence of Dark Energy
2000 - ΛCDM is the Standard Cosmological Model
2003-08 - WMAP and LSS data confirm ΛCDM predictions
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Early History of Dark Matter
SLIDES

1922 - Kapteyn: “dark matter” in Milky Way disk1
1933, 1937 - Zwicky: “dunkle (kalte) materie” in Coma cluster
1937 - Smith: “great mass of internebular material” in Virgo cluster
1937 - Holmberg: galaxy mass 5x1011 Msun from handful of pairs1
1939 - Babcock observes rising rotation curve for M311
1940s - large cluster σV confirmed by many observers
1957 - van de Hulst: high HI rotation curve for M31
1959 - Kahn & Woltjer: MWy-M31 infall ∅ MLocalGroup = 1.8x1012 Msun
1970 - Rubin & Ford: M31 flat optical rotation curve
1973 - Ostriker & Peebles: halos stabilize galactic disks
1974 - Einasto, Kaasik, & Saar; Ostriker, Peebles, Yahil: summarize
evidence that galaxy M/L increases with radius
1975, 78 - Roberts; Bosma: extended flat HI rotation curves
1978 - Mathews: X-rays reveal enormous mass of Virgo cluster
1979 - Faber & Gallagher: convincing evidence for dark matter2

1980 - Most astronomers are convinced that dark matter
exists around galaxies and clusters
Trimble, in D. Cline, ed., Sources of Dark Matter in the Universe (World Scientific, 1994).
M. Faber and J. S. Gallagher 1979, ARAA 17, 135
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This article also proposed measuring the masses of
galaxies by gravitational lensing.
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See Rubin’s “Reference Frame” in Dec 2006 Physics Today and her
article, “A Brief History of Dark Matter,” in The dark universe: matter,
energy and gravity, Proc. STScI Symposium 2001, ed. Mario Livio.
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Dynamic evidence on massive coronas of galaxies
JAAN EINASTO, ANTS KAASIK & ENN SAAR
A LONGSTANDING unresolved problem in galactic astronomy is
the mass discrepancy observed in clusters of galaxies. The virial
mass of the cluster per galaxy and the mass−luminosity ratio are
considerably larger than the corresponding quantities for individual
galaxies. This discrepancy cannot be a result of expansion or be
because of the recent origin of clusters: these ideas contradict our
present knowledge of the physical evolution and ages of galaxies1.
Therefore it is necessary to adopt an alternative hypothesis: that
the clusters of galaxies are stabilised by hidden matter.
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1980 - Most astronomers are convinced that dark matter exists around
galaxies and clusters - but is it Hot or Cold? Theorists usually
assumed Ωm=1, but observers typically found Ωm≈0.2.
The Hot-Warm-Cold DM terminology was introduced by Dick Bond and
me in our talks at the 1983 Moriond Conference.

1973 - Marx & Szalay, Cowsik & McClelland: mν < 100 eV
1980 - Zel’dovich group develops Hot Dark Matter (HDM) theory1
1983 - White, Frenk, Davis: simulation rules out HDM
In ~1980, when purely baryonic adiabatic fluctuations were ruled out by the improving
upper limits on CMB anisotropies, theorists led by Zel’dovich turned to what we now
call the HDM scenario, with light neutrinos making up most of the dark matter.
However, in this scheme the fluctuations on small scales are damped by relativistic
motion (“free streaming”) of the neutrinos until T<mν, which occurs when the mass
entering the horizon is about 1015 Msun, the supercluster mass scale. Thus superclusters
would form first, and galaxies later form by fragmentation. This predicted a galaxy
distribution much more inhomogeneous than observed.
1 E.g.,

Doroshkevich, Khlopov, Sunyaev, Szalay, & Zel’dovich 1981, NYASA 375, 32; Zel’dovich, Einasto, Shandarin 1982,
Nature 300, 407; Bond & Szalay 1982, ApJ 274, 443.

Some steps toward cosmic structure formation
Many people thought the early universe was complex (e.g.
mixmaster universe Misner, explosions Ostriker, …).
But Zel’dovich assumed that it is fundamentally simple, with just
a scale-free spectrum of adiabatic fluctuations of
(a) baryons
and when that failed [(ΔT/T)CMB < 10-4] and Moscow physicists
thought they had discovered neutrino mass
(b) hot dark matter.
Blumenthal and I thought simplicity a good approach, but we
tried other simple candidates for the dark matter, first
(c) warm dark matter, and then, with Faber and Rees,
(d) cold dark matter, which moved sluggishly in the early
universe.

Weakly Interacting
Massive Particles
(WIMPs)
as Dark Matter
Neutrinos with masses of
10s of eV (hot dark matter)
are no longer a good
candidate.

However, the idea of
weakly interacting massive
particles as dark matter
is now standard

1982 Nature
300, 407

Zel’dovich

Shandarin

1983 ApJ 274, L1

Early History of Cold Dark Matter
Ruled Out
HDM

Looks OK
Observed Galaxy Distribution

CDM

1967 - Lynden-Bell: violent relaxation (also Shu 1978)
1976 - Binney, Rees & Ostriker, Silk: Cooling curves
1977 - White & Rees: galaxy formation in massive halos
1980 - Fall & Efstathiou: galactic disk formation in massive halos
1982 - Guth & Pi; Hawking; Starobinski: Cosmic Inflation P(k) = k1
1982 - Pagels & Primack: lightest SUSY particle stable by R-parity: gravitino
1982 - Blumenthal, Pagels, & Primack; Bond, Szalay, & Turner: WDM
1982 - Peebles: CDM P(k) - simplified treatment (no light neutrinos)
1983 - Goldberg: photino as SUSY CDM particle
1983 - Preskill, Wise, & Wilczek; Abbott & Sikivie; Dine & Fischler: Axion CDM
1983 - Blumenthal & Primack; Bond & Szalay: CDM P(k)
1984 - Blumenthal, Faber, Primack, & Rees: CDM compared to CfA survey
1984 - Peebles; Turner, Steigman, Krauss: effects of Λ
1984 - Ellis, Hagelin, Nanopoulos, Olive, & Srednicki: neutralino CDM
1985 - Davis, Efstathiou, Frenk, & White: 1st CDM, ΛCDM simulations

White 1986
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Blumenthal, Faber, Primack, & Rees 1984

CDM
Spherical
Collapse
Model

Primack & Blumenthal 1983
based on CDM, cooling theory
of Rees & Ostriker 1977, Silk
1977, Binney 1977 and
baryonic dissipation within
dark halos White & Rees 1978

Cooling curves
solar metallicity
zero metallicity

CDM Correctly Predicted the Masses of Galaxies
Rees & Ostriker 77, Silk 77, Binney 77, White & Rees 1978
CDM: Blumenthal, Faber, Primack, & Rees 1984
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Some Later Highlights of CDM
1983 - Milgrom: modified Newtonian dynamics (MOND) as alternative to dark
matter to explain flat galactic rotation curves
1983 - CfA redshift survey finds galaxy correlation function ξgg(r)= (r/r0)-1.8
1986 - Blumenthal, Faber, Flores, & Primack: baryonic halo contraction
1986 - Large scale galaxy flows of ~600 km/s favor no bias
1989 - Holtzman: CMB and LSS predictions for 96 CDM variants
1992 - COBE: CMB fluctuations confirm CDM prediction ∆T/T ≈ 10-5, favored
variants are CHDM and ΛCDM
1996 - Seljak & Zaldarriaga: CMBfast code for P(k), CMB fluctuations
1997 - Nararro, Frenk, & White: DM halo radial structure ρNFW(r) ≠ (r/rs)-1(1+r/rs)-2
1997 - Hipparchos distance scale, SN Ia dark energy ∅ t0≈14 Gyr, ΛCDM
2001 - Bullock et al.: concentration-mass-z relation for DM halos; universal angular
momentum structure of DM halos
2002 - Wechsler et al.: halo concentration from mass assembly history
2003-present - WMAP and Large Scale Structure surveys confirm ΛCDM predictions
with high precision
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Mapping the Galaxies
Sloan Digital Sky Survey

Nearby Galaxies
to 2 billion light years

Quasars
to 28 billion
light years

Luminous Red
Galaxies
to 6 billion light years

GALAXIES MAPPED BY THE SLOAN SURVEY

Sloan Video

Data Release 4: Ends with sphere of CBR
and two astronomers looking at it as thought they
565,715 Galaxies are
& on76,403
the outside Quasars

46 Billion Light
Years

Cosmic
Spheres
of Time

Big Bang Data Agrees with Double Dark Theory!
POWER

Double Dark Theory
COBE
Angular Scale

WMAP 5-YEAR DATA

0.5º

0.2º

Released March 5, 2008

Cosmic
Background
Explorer
COBE
1992

Wilkinson Microwave
Anisotropy Probe
WMAP
2003-

Ground-based
data

0.1º

Distribution of Matter
Also Agrees with Double Dark Theory!

P(k)

Max Tegmark

J. Dunkley, et.al. “Five-Year Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe
(WMAP) Observations: Likelihoods and Parameters from WMAP Data”
Final paragraph of Conclusions:
Considering a range of extended models, we continue to find that the
standard ΛCDM model is consistently preferred by the data. The
improved measurement of the third peak now requires the existence of
light relativistic species, assumed to be neutrinos, at high confidence.
The standard scenario has three neutrino species, but the three-year
WMAP data could not rule out models with none. The CDM model also
continues to succeed in fitting a substantial array of other
observations. Certain tensions between other observations and those
of WMAP, such as the amplitude of matter fluctuations measured by
weak lensing surveys and using the Ly-α forest, and the primordial
lithium abundance, have either been resolved with improved
understanding of systematics, or show promise of being explained by
recent observations. With further WMAP observations we will better
probe both the universe at a range of epochs, measuring fluctuation
characteristics to probe the initial inflationary process, or other noninflationary scenario, improving measurements of the composition of the
universe at the recombination era, and characterizing the reionization
process in the universe.
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Springel et al. 2005

UNDERSTANDING GALAXY
CORRELATIONS
dark matter

simulated galaxies

observed galaxies (2dF)

Galaxy 2-point correlation function at the present epoch.
Springel et al. 2005
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Galaxy clustering in SDSS at z~0
agrees with ΛCDM simulations
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2006, ApJ 647, 201

and at redshift z~1 (DEEP2)!
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and at z~4-5 (LBGs, Subaru)!!
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Whatever Happened to Hot Dark Matter?
Since 1984, the most successful structure formation scenarios have been
those in which most of the matter is CDM. With the COBE CMB data in
1992, two CDM variants appeared to be viable: ΛCDM with Ωm≈0.3, and
Ωm=Cold+Hot DM with Ων≈0.2 (Holtzman & Primack 1992, Wright et al.
(COBE) 1992). Both cosmologies predicted a distribution of nearby
galaxies in excellent agreement with observations.
However, a potential problem with CHDM was that, like all Ωm=1 theories,
it predicted rather late structure formation. By 1998, the evidence of early
galaxy and cluster formation, the SN1a data showing that the expansion
rate of the universe has been increasing, and the increasing evidence
that Ωm≈0.3 had favored ΛCDM and doomed CHDM.
Now we also know from neutrino oscillations that neutrinos have mass.
The upper limit is Σ mν < 1.3 eV from CMB alone and Σ mν < 0.61 eV from
CMB + BAO + SN1a (Komatsu et al. 2008). There is a stronger but
somewhat controversial constraint Σ mν < 0.17 eV including Lyα forest
data (Seljak et al. 2006).

Effect of Neutrino Mass on Predicted Power Spectrum P(k)

SDSS P(k) Tegmark+05

P(k) for LCDM with degenerate
neutrino masses totaling 1.0 eV or
less.

Masataka Fukugita, Massive Neutrinos in Cosmology
Plenary talk given at NuFact05, Frascati, 21-26 June 2005, hep-ph/0511068

Lyman-α forest,
satellite abundance,
gravitational lensing,
reionization
Warm Dark Matter
has to be rather
Tepid

Hot
Warm Dark Matter
has to be rather
Tepid
Cool
Cold Dark Matter
metaCDM from late decays
can satisfy Lyα forest limits but
nevertheless lead to cored dSph

small scale issues

Satellites
The discovery of many faint Local Group dwarf galaxies is
consistent with ΛCDM predictions. Reionization, lensing,
satellites, and Lyα forest data imply that WDM must be Tepid
or Cooler.

Cusps
The triaxial nature of dark matter halos plus observational
biases suggest that observed velocity structure of LSB and
dSpiral galaxies may be consistent with cuspy ΛCDM halos.
Baryonic physics may soften the central cusp.

Angular momentum
ΛCDM simulations are increasingly able to form realistic spiral
galaxies, as resolution improves and feedback becomes more
realistic.

New Large Scale Data Keeps
Agreeing with ΛCDM Predictions
for example,
• SDSS Ly alpha forest P(k)
– McDonald+05, Seljak+05, 06 ∑mν< 0.17 eV
• Baryon Acoustic Oscillations
– 2dF Cole+05
– SDSS Eisenstein+05
• Measurements of Cosmic Acceleration
– Supernova Legacy Survey Astier+06
– Gamma Ray Bursts Firmani+06
68

COSMOS WEAK LENSING MAP OF THE DARK MATTER

18 January 2007
Massey et al. COSMOS ApJS:
σ8(Ωm/0.3)0.44=0.866+0.085-0.068 (68% CL)
Lesgourgues et al.
COSMOS + Lyα Forest:
σ8 = 0.87±0.05 (68% CL)
COSMOS + Lyα Forest + WMAP3:
σ8 = 0.80±0.02 (68% CL)

COSMOS WEAK LENSING MAP OF THE DARK MATTER DISTRIBUTION

Courtesy of
Nick Scoville

Although the idea that the dark matter may
be the lightest supersymmetric WIMP
(Pagels & Primack 1982) remains popular
with particle theorists,
we still have no experimental evidence on
what the dark matter is, and there may be
problems with the standard ΛCDM Double
Dark theory on small scales …
Are we on the right track? Or should we
take seriously Modified Newtonian
Dynamics (MOND) or other alternatives to
the Double Dark theory?

Evidence Against MOND from Galaxy Merger NGC 7252
F. Schweizer (1982)

J. E. Hibbard, Raja Guhathakurta, J. H. van
Gorkom, & Francois Schweizer (1994)

A famous photograph by Schweizer (1982) left little doubt that the merger of two disk galaxies
of comparable mass yields an elliptical galaxy. The photograph shows the two long tidal tails of
NGC 7252, together with the galaxy’s nearly relaxed core. Schweizer showed the brightness
distribution of the core obeys the R1/4 law that is characteristic of elliptical galaxies. Thus the
nuclei of the two galaxies have already completely merged. Simulations show that the
nuclei can only spiral together in the time available if they can effectively surrender
their energy and angular momentum to dark halos. If we banish the halos by modifying
the law of gravity, the galactic nuclei take much longer to merge because the vacuum
cannot relieve them of their energy and angular momentum.
James Binney (2004)

Bullet Cluster 1E 0657-558

More
Evidence
Against
MOND
and also against Self-Interacting DM:
Markevich et al. 2004, ApJ, 606, 819

X-ray centroids
Weak lensing mass
reconstructions:
subclump
cluster

X-ray centroid
of subclump

Centroid of
subclump
galaxies
See also
Clowe et al. 2006, ApJ, 648,
L109
Bradac et al. 2008, ApJ in
press (arXiv:0806.2320v2)

Bullet Cluster 1E 0657-558

Klypin & Prada 2009,
ApJ, 690, 1488 show
that SDSS satellite
galaxies have
velocities that fall off
with distance from the
central galaxy just as
predicted by standard
ΛCDM from 50 to
500 kpc. They show
that this disagrees
with the MOND
constant-velocity
prediction at ~10σ.

ΛCDM
DATA

DATA

MOND

MOND

satellite galaxy velocity
Weak lensing also rules out MOND:
Tian, Hoekstra, & Zhao MN 2009

distance from central galaxy

WHAT IS THE DARK MATTER?
Prospects for DIRECT and INDIRECT detection of
WIMPs are improving.

With many upcoming experiments
Large Hadron Collider
PLANCK
Fermi GRST and larger ACTs
Direct Detection
Spin Independent - CDMS-II, XENON50, LUX
Spin Dependent - COUPP, PICASSO
-- there could well be a big discovery in the next year
or two!

LHC

Indirect:

Fermi (GLAST)
launched
June 11, 2008

With all
these
upcoming
experiments,
the next
few years
will be very
exciting!

Astronomical:

Planck & Herschel
launched May 14, 09
Planck at L2 July 3

By ~2010 Direct Detection could probe most of the
CMSSM (constrained minimal supersymmetric
standard model) and mSUGRA (minimal supergravity)
WIMP parameter space!
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LUX (2010)

In DUSEL
(Deep Underground Science
and Engineering Laboratory)
Homestake Mine
Lead, South Dakota, USA
2010

www.luxdarkmatter.org

www.luxdarkmatter.org

WHAT IS THE DARK ENERGY??
We can use existing instruments to measure w = P/ρ and
see whether it changed in the past. But to get order-ofmagnitude better constraints than presently available, and
a possible detection of non-cosmological-constant dark
energy, better telescopes (e.g. LSST, JDEM) will probably
be required both on the ground and in space, according to
the Dark Energy Task Force (Albrecht+06).
The National Academy Beyond Einstein report (released
September 2007), recommended JDEM as the first
Beyond Einstein mission, with the dual goal of measuring
dark energy by at least two different methods and also
collecting valuable data on galaxy evolution. NASA and
DOE are still deciding how to structure the JDEM mission.

The Dark Matter Rap: Cosmological History for
the MTV Generation by David Weinberg*
My name is Fritz Zwicky,
I can be kind of prickly,
This song had better start
by giving me priority.
Whatever anybody says,
I said in 1933.
Observe the Coma cluster,
the redshifts of the galaxies
imply some big velocities.
They're moving so fast,
there must be missing mass!
Dark matter.
Dark matter: Do we need it? What is it? Where is it? How much?
Do we need it? Do we need it? Do we need it? Do we need it?
* Written in 1992. http://www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/~dhw/Silliness/silliness.html

For nearly forty years, the dark matter problem sits.
Nobody gets worried 'cause, "It's only crazy Fritz."
The next step's not 'til the early 1970s,
Ostriker and Peebles, dynamics of the galaxies,
cold disk instabilities.
They say: "If the mass, were sitting in the stars,
all those pretty spirals, ought to be bars!
Self-gravitating disks? Uh-uh, oh no.
What those spirals need is a massive halo.
And hey, look over here, check out these observations,
Vera Rubin's optical curves of rotation,
they can provide our needed confirmation:
Those curves aren't falling, they're FLAT!
Dark matter's where it's AT!
Dark matter: Do we need it? What is it? Where is it? How much?
What is it? What is it? What is it? What is it?

And so the call goes out for the dark matter candidates:
black holes, snowballs, gas clouds, low mass stars, or planets.
But we quickly hit a snag because galaxy formation
requires too much structure in the background radiation
if there's only baryons and adiabatic fluctuations.

The Russians have an answer: "We can solve the impasse.
Lyubimov has shown that the neutrino has mass."
Zel'dovich cries, "Pancakes! The dark matter's HOT."
Carlos Frenk, Simon White, Marc Davis say, "NOT!
Quasars are old, and the pancakes must be young.
Forming from the top down it can't be done."
So neutrinos hit the skids, and the picture's looking black.
But California laid-back, Blumenthal & Primack
say, "Don't have a heart attack.
There's lots of other particles. Just read the physics articles.
Take this pretty theory that's called supersymmetry.
What better for dark matter than the L-S-P?
The mass comes in at a ~ keV, and that's not hot, that's warm."
Jim Peebles says, "Warm? Don't be half-hearted.
Let's continue the trend that we have started.
I'll stake out a position that's bold:
dark matter's not hot, not warm, but COLD."
Well cold dark matter causes overnight sensations:
hand-waving calculations,
computer simulations,
detailed computations of the background fluctuations.
Results are good, and the prospects look bright.
Here's a theory that works! Well, maybe not quite.
Dark matter: Do we need it? What is it? Where is it? How much?
Where is it? How much? Where is it? How much?

We have another puzzle that goes back to Robert Dicke.
Finding a solution has proven kind of tricky.
The CMB's so smooth, it's as if there'd been a compact
between parts of the universe that aren't in causal contact.
Alan Guth says, "Inflation,
will be our salvation,
give smoothness of the universe a causal explanation,
and even make the galaxies from quantum fluctuations!
There is one prediction, from which it's hard to run.
If inflation is correct, then Omega should be one."
Observers say, "Stop, no, sorry, won't do.
Look at these clusters, Omega's point 2."
The theorists respond, "We have an explanation.
The secret lies in biased galaxy formation.
We're not short of critical mass density.
Just some regions, are missing luminosity."
Observers roll their eyes, and they start to get annoyed,
But the theorists reply, "There's dark matter in the voids."
Dark matter: Do we need it? What is it? Where is it? How much?
Do we need it? Do we need it? Do we need it? Do we need it?

Along comes Moti Milgrom,
who's here to tell us all:
"This dark matter claptrap
has got you on the wrong track.
You're all too mired in conventionality,
wedded to your standard theory of gravity,
seduced by the elegance of General Relativity.
Just change your force law, that's the key.
Give me one free parameter, and I'll explain it all."
"Not so," claim Lake, and Spergel, et al.,
"On dwarf galaxies, your theory does fall."
The argument degenerates; it's soon a barroom brawl.
Dark matter: Do we need it? What is it? Where is it? How much?
What is it? What is it? What is it? What is it?

New observations hit the theory like an ice cold shower.
They show that cold dark matter has too little large scale power.
Says Peebles: "Cold dark matter? My feeblest innovation.
An overly aesthetic, theoretical abberation.
Our theories must have firmer empirical foundation.
Shed all this extra baggage, including the carry-ons.
Use particles we know, i.e., the baryons.
Others aren't convinced, and a few propose a mixture
of matter hot and cold, perhaps with strings or texture.
And nowadays some physicists are beginning to wonder
if it's time to resurrect Einstein's "greatest blunder."
Why seek exotic particles instead of just assume
that the dark matter's all around us -- it's what we call the vacuum?
Who's right? It's hard to know, 'til observation or experiment
gives overwhelming evidence that relieves our predicament.
The search is getting popular as many realize
that the detector of dark matter may well win the Nobel Prize.
So now you've heard my lecture, and it's time to end the session
with the standard closing line: Thank you, any questions?

SUMMARY
• We now know the cosmic recipe. Most of the universe is invisible
stuff called “nonbaryonic dark matter” (25%) and “dark energy” (70%).
Everything that we can see makes up only about 1/2% of the cosmic
density, and invisible atoms about 4%. The earth and its inhabitants
are made of the rarest stuff of all: heavy elements (0.01%).
• The ΛCDM Cold Dark Matter Double Dark theory based on this
appears to be able to account for all the large scale features of the
observable universe, including the details of the heat radiation of the
Big Bang and the large scale distribution of galaxies.
• Constantly improving data are repeatedly testing this theory. The
main ingredients have been checked several different ways. There
exist no convincing disagreements, as far as I can see. Possible
problems on subgalactic scales may be due to the poorly understood
physics of gas, stars, and massive black holes.
• But we still don’t know what the dark matter and dark energy are, nor
really understand how galaxies form and evolve. There’s lots more
work for us to do, much of which will be discussed at this meeting.

